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Headlight Superfire HL65, 120lm, USB-C

Superfire HL65 headlamp flashlight
Choose the Superfire flashlight and ensure your safety during evening hikes. The HL65 offers 5 brightness levels and adjusts from 0° to
60°. Its compact and lightweight design is responsible for its comfort, and the motion sensor makes it easy to operate - just bring your
hand close to the flashlight to turn it on.
 
Multiple uses
You will use the HL65 in a variety of situations. It will be perfect for car repairs, evening hikes, running, or bike rides. What's more, it will
come in handy when climbing or DIY.
 
Customize its operation to suit your needs
The flashlight  is  equipped with 5 operating modes,  so you can adjust  its  operation to your own needs.  Choose between high/low COB
brightness, high/low XD brightness or COB/XD strobe. The COB light has a range of 10m, while the XD light has a range of 30m. You can
also adjust the angle of the light up to 60°.
 
Lightweight and compact
Another advantage of the Superfire flashlight is its lightweight and compact design - the HL65 weighs just 70 g. Therefore, you can carry
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it  for a long time without feeling uncomfortable. In addition, the high-quality band is adjustable and ensures comfortable use. You can
fold the flashlight at any time and store it conveniently.
 
Durable
The  Superfire  flashlight  is  made  of  ABS  plastic,  making  it  durable  and  resistant  to  damage.  Moreover,  it  is  protected  by  IPX4  water
resistance and drops up to 1m. So you can use it in a variety of weather conditions. Snow, rain, these and other factors pose no threat to
the HL65.
 
Included
Flashlight (including armband)
USB-C charging cable
user manual
Brand
Superfire
Model
HL65
Weight
70 g
Power
2 W (XD)
Battery capacity
1200 mAh
Color temperature
COB: 6400K, XD: 6050K
Drop resistance
1 m
Water resistance
IPX4
Charging port
USB-C
Charging time
approx. 2.5 h
Dimensions
COB: 210 x 25 x 6 mm, XD: 63 x 33 x 18 mm
Voltage
3.7 V
Diode type
COB + XD
Color of light
white
Material
ABS, PC, rubber
Illumination range
COB: 10 m, XD: 30 m
Brightness
COB: 340 lm XD: 120 lm
Color
black
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Operating time
COB: approx. 4.5 hrs XD: approx. 8.5 hrs
Operation modes
COB high/low brightness level, high/low level XD brightness, COB/XD strobe

Price:

Before: € 13.9974

Now: € 13.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Flashlight, Headlamp
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